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11492 . References Category:Backup softwareQ: Confused about printing from one function to a list and then from that list to
another function I'm a newbie with Python and I'm having some problems with my code. Basically, I have a list of words. Each
word has a score, and I am trying to find the best (most score) word. Here is my code so far: def myfunct(): list_one =
['a','b','c','d','e','f','g','h','i','j','k','l','m','n','o','p','q','r','s','t','u','v','w','x','y','z'] words_list =[] for word in list_one: if
(word.isupper()): list_two = [1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
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External links System Recovery References Category:Symantec software Category:Backup software Category:2011 software
Category:System administration Category:Software update management[Towards a critical evaluation of the obstetric hygienic
practice of the 19th century]. The 19th century witnessed a great technological revolution, resulting in a development of new
instruments, procedures and theoretical knowledge. Birth became easier to perform. In 1829, a systematic midwifery education
for non-professional women was introduced in Paris and in 1876, after considerable debate, the National Center for Maternal
and Infant Health was established. At the same time, doctors of obstetrics were reduced to a secondary, and even tertiary role in
obstetrical care. In the following centuries, the trend for a reduction in the level of obstetric care was evident in Belgium, France
and the United States, with a tendency towards a marginalisation of birth attendants.Q: Forcing hyperlinks in markdown I'm
using the pandoc converter from pypi, along with latex or pdflatex. If I use the latex interface with the default configuration
(which uses pandoc), hyperlinks don't show up: citation-examples: - author: "My name" url: title: "Title" date: "2016" text: "I'm
a text" par: \frenchspacing - author: "My name" url: title: "Title" date: "2016" text: "I'm a text" par: \frenchspacing Does anyone
know how to force the hyperlinks to show up (eg: it doesn't work with the two \url{} lines)? A: You can use the pandoc-reflatex extension. From the pandoc-ref-latex README: In order to get hyperlinks in citations working, the pandoc-ref-latex
extension must be used. For example, instead of the following, the \url{} is replaced with a suitable hyperlink: - author: "My
name" url: http 2d92ce491b
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